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A. IDENTITY OF PETITIONER 

Do.ma:.J ,;::Elcish ?ititioner· i~y PRO--S~ an inJ!late ;tt the Coyote Cocrect:ir)ns 

Center located at Co:weJl '··' ashingrion. ?r_'tit:.innec '.vei.S co<wicted by i) jurry 

of his peers. For the :rimes of SeCCJnd Gegree Attempterl R.:l;Jc (ill(; rlrst 

De::,ree '(i.dnaping, am! Ass.tult. ,,ith sexual :-; o:~ivation. These chac;;es c1nd 

co;:viction are '"coi:: t'1e Cowlitz ~ounty :Zelso ~Jashiilgton. Petitioner as\:s 

this co:Jrt to accept revie\·1 of the Court of ~l"iiJe'lls f:ivisi.on TI ,Jedsion. 

B. COURT OF APPEALS DECISION 

2J,2Cll5 

C. ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

f~e Swte did not .L eet its burJon of prCJof t:1at . :c. ;.; cElfish 1-ud tidnaped 

~12 tried to rdy:' h2r. \!!len in fa.:t: t\tec~ w :•r·2 no corruboratin::; testimony 

or L1ctu~u evidence. 

(A). U<2J::endant \Vd.S deniE'cl a f:d£ trial v.r '1en . ' :.w prosecution :(ept j_nferring 
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to ::he jurry that by :'tr. ,':cElfish noc:. te:3tifyin:~ he 1vc1s hiding so1:ething. 

/ 1) \ 
\ L)). :-:ISSTATL\G T:IE Sf\Tl<:S i)LR.Ll::;; ClF p;~OCH' 

ri2 prOS2CUtiOil threlv OUt ~:he tricll \vOuld COntinue to \':isstate facts \Vhe:-1 

there \tc:re no ~>roof if evidence bein; present. 

T:1t~ prosecution threw it's CO'ltinuous barcase to the jurry abCJut evidence being 

ullegecl erased fro.•! ite,r.s. "Sucl1 .1s L;,'.J;\ fro.L a c:1.1ir" 1:Jhcn the expert 

testuCj_ed t:L:lt C'1cryl, 1'icEliish, Jensons [' :; \ H'JS not present. But as a whole 

cu;nulati.ve effect thre'.v out: the t:rial dic1 ?~t:JlJDIC:SD t'w dcfendJ.nt. 

3. INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL 

Def,?:ldant ~~as denied a constitution:1l ri;.;~1t to be repcese11ted i)y counsel. 

;r ere the '..:.0unsel refused to objrxt to issues, rulin:;s and fro i:l c:llling Hitness 

4. VOUCHING FOR WITNESSES 

:1 ere the Court of Appeals rejectec the argL' :n ent th::Jt the prosecution \LiS 

vou.:::hins,; for t'1e crec!ibility of vritncs_scs 1v20thcr she WdS infor;.:inc; ti1e jucry 

But it's also vouc:ling for a \vitne.s_c; \vhen ti1<~ prosc::ution reEe:-s that a witness 

is :10t credibl':? or reUa ble. 



ARGUMENT WHY REVIEW SHOULD BE ACCEPTED 

:: J .1 ;::1cn t:~le Court of Appea1s referred to t:-tc testi:nony of Cheryl :-;granda 

as if it \vas factual and corroLorated by evidedce with out any L1ct:ual evidence 

or direr:.t testiiT:ony to support w~1at tran~;pired between her and ,'ic'~lfish. 

After Jennson and piglet had L:ft. Thi3 bec:3 ,nc a. case of She saicU 

Tiw Court o~ A ppe31s rulin;s :1as clearly based it's decision '.vith out 

revie ',vin;s the whole record. The court igrwrecl the fact that by the deferdant 

not test:li;i:lJ it allowed the prose:ution to infer to the jurry that 11e has 

.so,-,iethin:s to hide. ',-;hic:1 allov1ec~ the prosecution to mis.statc to ti1e jurry 

about evidence and then OtJleging to the jur-ry that there were an attc::1pte:l 

to cover ;Jp evJ.denc:.e. Tile prosecution continued to r;:isstate the evid•:=ncc 

\·1 :1en their experts test.Lfiecl there was 110 D X A t:hat :n atched wit11es.s or t:'ta: 

Has found. The AppeJ.lcte Court did not addcess or ac'<no\vledge the ClJ:l:ulative 

effect in opening and closing st.atenients about evldenct~ and referrJ..l'1g to the 

jurry ti18t clothing v:as flid. 

;i 0.3 ::Jefendant was denied u fair trial \·/her. his counsel refused to object 

to ti1e pcosec:utions ::1ot:ion about >1e1randa's p-:J.st. Counsel refused to cell 

V'itness th?.t ·.voulcl have aJlowec: t:1e jurry to h<we not convict t~ce defendant. 

J efe:ldant i·l as \ighly prejudiced by the JCtions of his counsel. 

·r~u~ Court :) Al>peal's sited to State v. Thorgerson. To say ineffect 

that vJ hen .j ;>rosecution vouches for a Hitness t'1at it so :1 eti:ll es h2ppens :Jncl 

that thLs is not a error. \ 7 hen a prosecution vouches cor a witness as \IdS 

clone in t':1is case. This alloHs the jun-y to believe th3.t the vlitncs_s Has 

.liOre than credible. Even whe11 tl.e prosecut:;_on vouched for the Gefendolrlt 
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tc :Lid "T\is is only a hypot:1etical staten:ent11 out: to allov1 the prosecution 

to have :t -,.,ide btitude as the :::o1...1rt of appeals state this is dan~erous be:::auS>: 

3S it :1J~Jpened in this :::;,sc the prose:::ution 1ras e1lloued to say ::tnyt>ling Hith 

out evi.dence to support he;· state tn ent:s. 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

1\lr. Donald :-JcElfish at the age of 64 was convicted 

by a jurry trial in Cowlitz County for the crimes of Attempted 

Second Degree Rape, First Degree Kidnapping and Second Degree 

Assault with Sexeal >i otivation. 

The trial court concluded the second degree assualt 

conviction constituted the same criminal conduct as both the 

kidnapping and attemted the same criminal conduct as both 

the !ddnapping and attempted rape convictions, and therefore 

did not impose a sentence for that conviction or count it 

towards i'icElfish's offender score the other two convictions. 

The court imposed a 96-month for the kidnapping and a 

minimum term o£ lOG-months for the attempted rape. The 

court also imposed $4,935.69 in legal financial obligations, 

including $816.69 for "court appointed attorney" fees. 

Although there was no discussion of McElfish financial 

circumstances, "finding" 2.5 of the judgment and sentence 

provides: 

A bilit:y to Pay Legal Financial Obligations. The court has 

considered the total amount owing, the defendent's past, 

present and furture ability to pay legal financial obligation, 

including the defendent's financial resources and the 

li~<elihood that the defendent's status Hill change. The 

court finds that the defendent has the ability or likely future 

ability to pay the legal financial obligations imposed 

herein. RC W9.94A.753 
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The court of Appeals Division IT delivered their decision 

on October 20.2015. The court reversed the trial court's 

imposition of discretionary LFOs and remand for the court 

to conduct an assessment of l•icElfish's present and future ability 

to pay discretionary LFOs and thereby determine whether the 

imposition of such LFOs is 'lppropriate under RC W 10.01.160(3). 

M c Elfish by P R 0-SE filed a motion for re-consideration 

on November 9.2015 to the Court of Appeals, Asking in his 

motion for the court to stay their final judgment in the Appeal 

until the Appellate Court makes their ruling on the Personal 

Restraint Petition that was ffied by the Superior Court of 

Cowlitz County pertinent to newly discovered evidence R E-

Canted Testimony by Cheryl Meranda. This PRP petition 

was forward to the court of appeals after the petitioner had 

filed his SA G to the Court of Appeals. Prier to the courts 

ruling the petitioner asked the Courts Magistrate to consolidate 

the two. The courts ivlagistrate denied the request. 

The Court heard and denied review on December 10,2015. 

ARGUMENT 

1. SUFFICIENCY 0 F EVIDENCE 

The state did fail to prove that :1 r. M cElfish participated L'1 

the charge of kidnaping when Cheryl ivlaranda on direct stated 

that Brent Jennson and another man walked her to the garage 

March 12 at page 16 line 12 of the transcript, at page 18 

Chery 1 identifies the other man as Piglet. She continues to 
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state at page 19 line 23. She describes how Brant opens the 

door and starts yelling at Dannie and continues on at page 

20. How Donnie is confused about what was going on. At 

page 23 line 4 Cheryl testifies hoH Brant hits her, at page 

24 line 13 Brant tells Cheryl to get naked. At page 25 line 

3 C beryl says she gotten naked and sat in the chair were she 

was duck-taped. Here also is were Cheryl testifies to Brant 

having a gun and a knife. At this point Cheryl's testimony 

is about how Brant and Piglet had kidnaped her and made her 

strip. At page 26 line 22 Cheryl makes reference that these 

guys were probably scared them selves (believed to be referring 

to Donnie and Piglet) because Brant was making threatening 

gestures with the gun and verbally with the knife after cutting 

him self. At this point of time the State has not established 

convincing evidence of kidnaping or attempted rape threw 

corroborating testimony or evidence threH D.N.A. that :-Jr. 

fi c Elfish attempted any of these charges. At page 35 line 

6 Cheryl start's testifying as to what transpired after Brant 

and Piglet left. In order to convict a person of any crime 

Defined in this Chapter RC W 9A.44.020 it shall be necessary 

that the testimony of the alleged victim be corroborated. 

The Court sites to State v. Rose, 175 Wn.2d 10,14. 282 P.3d 

1087(2012). In a sufficiency of the evidence claim. Here 

Sufficiency of evidence the court would have you believe that 

the preponderance of lack of evidence is in support of ones 

testimony when there is no testimony to corroborate testimony 

of acts committed, or evidence in support of alleged actions 
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upon defendant. At page 35 threH 45 Cheryl describes to 

the jurry her version as to what transpired between her and 

Donnie. Here as in STATE V. ROSE. 175 Wn.2d 10, 14. 282 

P .3d 1087 (20 12). T rris Court ruled that the lack of evidence 

does not support the argument the state presented in it's 

argument that having a stolen credit card or it's usage by 

deffendent. Here in STATE V. Mll.LE R 179 W n. A pp. 97, 105, 

316 P.3d 1143 (2014) Circumstantial and direct evidence are 

equally reliable. ID. Page 38 line 3. here Cheryl start's 

testifying as to Donnie touching her boob and at page 39 line 

1. Cheryl well, God, well you know, that area. Here after 

the prosecutor states at line 6. Q is it your vagina, and at 

line 8 from this point on the prosecution is leading the witness 

in to saying what the prosecutions wants the victim to say. 

\Vith State v. Miller this case referred to eire u m .s'tantial 

evidence. Which did have a showing of corroborated testimony 

and evidence. Miller does not apply to this case because not 

only are there the lack of physical evidence But there are 

no corroborating eye witness testim any Evidence is something 

tangible as in DNA testing. But here there is a lack of tangible 

evidence because there \vas no rape. "Where if there was" 

Evidence could be taken in support of the claim. Here there 

is no evidence that could or should be evidence in a light 

most favorable to the State, a rational trier of fact could 

find some one guilty beyond a reasonable dought! By the 

defendant not testifying at trial does not substantiate the claim 

that Cheryl 1'1aranda states at pages 38 threw 45. Whether 
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a Defendant or a Witness we have a Constitutionally Right 

to stand on the 5th A mend m ent. State v. Pinson 333 ? .3d 523. 

(sep. 3,2014). 

2. PROSECUTORIAL MISCONDUCT 

A. Com m enting on failure to testify 

It is not just the statement alone. But the accumalative 

effect which the prosecution makes to the jurry. On i"larch 

14,2013 (RP) page 57 line 2. Now, you cannot hold the 

defendant not testifying against him. Don't do that. It's the 

state's job to prove the case. But my point is, the evidence 

that you have is that the clothing was not out in the open 

for the police to see, But the accu m ative effect or refferring 

guilt to defendant. At line 9-15 page 57 where she is reffering 

to Cheryl's clothing and then the ongoing statement about (DNA) 

at line 16. But at line 18 if we had the chair that night 

reffering that quit passable (DNA) ev:Ldence would have been 

pressent. But then the prosecution goes in to the argument 

that the chair was clean. \.J ashington Criminal Pratice in 

Courts limited Jura diction § 17.06 i•lisconduct during closing 

argument. ;v; a~es it clear its a violation for the prosecution 

to make any refference as to Guilt to a jurry when a party 

takes the 5th Am end m ent. STATE V. BARRY 183 \.J n2d 297, 

306, 352 p.3d 161 (2015) Here the court held that it bars 

the prosecution from co r:1 ;n enting on a defendant's failure to 

testify to infer Guilt, STATE V COLES 28 \.Jn. App 563, 573, 

625 P.2d 713 (1981). A defendant in a criminal case has a 
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constitutional right not to testify at tria1, and thus not be 

subjected to cross-examination. See U.S. Constitution 

Am mendment 5, and Washington's Constitution Artical 1§9. 

Drawing attention to the defendant's failure to testify is a 

constitutional error. STATE V. SARGENT, 40 Wn, App 340, 

34 7' 698 p .2d 590 (1985). 

B. [•1ISST A TIN G THE STATES BUR D 0 N 0 F P R 0 0 F 

During opening statements, the prosecutor explained that 

a deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) expert would tell the jurry that 

her tests on the chair from I"icElfish room were enconclusive 

because she was able to Identify at least 5 contributors. But 

that she could not identify as to who the contributors were. 

Heat her Piles Direct rl arch13 ( R P)page 104 and states that 

the crime lab experts deem the profiles are inconclusive. 

Duringthe prosecutions opening statement at page 13-14 ~iarch 

13 (RP) line 24-6 here the prosecution makes thestatement 

thsat the 5 contributors are jumbled up and that it's like baking 

a cake. You can't just pull the ingreadents out. STATE V. 

GREGORY 158 Wn.2d 759, 859-60. 147 P.2d 1201 (2006) Court 

of Appeals found that the prosecutor mistated that the burden 

of proof by com pairing the beyound a reasonable dought standard 

to .L-iguring out a jizzsa H puzzle and crossing the street. STATE 

V. Johnson 158 \~n.App 677, 684-85, 234 P.3d 936 (2010) 

(fill in the blank and a partially completed puzzle). Prosecutors 

arguments disscussing the reasonable standard in the contex 

of rna king an affer m ative decision baced on partly completed 
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puzzle tribulized the States Burden, focussed on the degree 

of certainty the jurry needed to act, and then the prosecution 

continues on with stating. So they send the chair on to Susan 

Hilson to look for tape residue. You're going to hear from 

;vis. Wilson that chair was clean, very very clean. \<!hen 

in fact at ( R P) March 13,2014 page 129 line 5 \vilson testify's 

that the chair was fairly clean. Again mistating the evidence 

as the prosecution continues on Qeuestioning about tape resadue 

and the lack of. At page 107 ~larch 13. line 4 the prosecution 

questions Piles the (DNA) expert about cleaners distroying 

questioned samples. A gain reffering to the jurry by the line 

of questioning of witness that the chair had been cleaned. 

\.J hen in fact the chair was not cleaned. The evidence is 

clear that there were tape resadue and that the (D ~A) expert 

.was able to obtain (DNA) samples evan though they could not 

match any one particulare person. The fact remains that there 

were (5) contributors. Further more the Sates 1ditness Deputy 

Hamer had testified that the chair look to be in the same 

condiction as he had looked at it ont he night of the incident. 

As the prosecution inferres to the jurry that this chair had 

been cleaned it is beyound a reasonable doubt that the 

prosecution intentionly keep referring that evidence had been 

tampered with by questioning witness about the cleanlyness 

of the chair and cleaners being used. This line of questioning 

is and was very prejudicial to defendent. The prosecution has 

led the jurry to believe that evidence was missing because 

in Cheryl Maranda's testomony is that there should of been 
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l3lood from Jenson cuting him self and her (D~A) on the duck 

tape resadue. When in fact there were none found. 

C. C U i•l U L A TIV E P R 0 SEC U T 0 R A L ;vi IS C 0 N D U C T 

During the defence closing arguement,i"lar. 14 Page 69 Line 

21 Jason hammer said he looked at it very closely ahd it 

looked the same to him now after it had been senty to the 

lab and looked at and they tried to find stuff on it. They 

didn't find any tape or remnants of any tape. They didn't find 

any D. iL A. on it, they didn't find anything on it. 

When it's offered to you for evidence, you cannot look 

at it and say, well there is a good reason they didn't find 

any so we now have to figure that it must have happened 

because it's not there. "That's Twisted". It didn't shoH any 

connection to anything. Did not show any connection to Cheryl 

:Vi. Did not Did not show that she had satthere with no clothes 

on. Nor did it show that she was taped to the chair. Period. 

I think I even asked the last person from the lab. So the sum 

total of it Has nothing, right? She said "Yeah". They didn't 

have anything to contribute olther than the fact that they 

had looked at it, but they couldn't find what they were looking 

for. You have to ask yourself,clid it really happen? 

i'l ar 14 Page 86 line 23:States re-buttal argue m ent. He talks 

about the crime labn. He says the crime lab didn't find D.N.A .. 

on that chair. That's not true,thazt is very untrue, against 

what 1\LS. Piles testifies to. Through Page 38 Line 2. 

State attempts to infer to jury that inconclusive evidence 
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has probative value. Jury should conclude from inconclusive 

evidence that events portrayed ocurred. 

In State v Glasmann, 175 I.J n. 2d 696, 707; 286 P. 3d 6 73 

(2012). Here as in Glasmann "[T]he cumulative effect of 

repetative prejudicial prosecutoral misconduct may be so flagrant 

that no instruction or series of instructions can erase their 

combined prejudicial effect". Id. 

;1r. ;~cElfish must show prosecutoral misconduct caused 

prejludice. To show prejudice, the petyitioner must show a 

siu bstantial likelihood that the prosecutors statements affected 

the jury's verdict. State v Emery 174 ;Wn. 2d 741; 278 P. 3d 

653 (2012). 

Citing State v Anderson, 153 \\ n. A pp. 1+1 7 ,429; 220 P. 

3d 1273 (2009)"Counsel did not object, but even if he did a 

jury instruction could not have cured lthe errors. The arore 

mentioned statement to the ~·icElfish's jiury wew improper. 

(R.P.) 1'iar 14 Page 86 (states rebuttal arguer:1ent) Line 23 

through Page 88 Line 2. The state :n ents were highly prejudical 

to the defendant to have been guarenteed a fair tial. 

3. INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL 

Citing STRICKLAND, See U.S. 688, 80L Ed 2d 674; 104 

S. Ct. 2052 (1984). 

Two part test of effective assistance of defense counsel 

held (1) reasonably effective assistance and (2) reasonable 

probability of different result with effective assistance. 
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~~ arshall J. dissenting,stated that the announced standard 

for effictive representation is so malleable that in practice 

it will either have no grip at all or will yeild excessive variation 

in a manner in which the Sixth Amendment is interpretated 

and applied by different courts,and that the defendant in the 

present case was not effictively represented at and before 

the sentence hearing. Id. 

:Vlarch 12 page 15 line 12 -page 18 line 16 II rv;aranda Direct" 

Ronald H easlley was i m plica ted at trial as a m atlerial 

eye witness. Ronald Heasley's lack of testimony prejudiced 

my case at trial. Defense counsels lacic of pursuit under LORD 

v LAMBERT, 528 U.S. 1198,146 L Ed 2d 118,2000 U.S. Lexis 

1730,120 S. Ct. 1262 (2000). 

Com petant attorney w auld not have failed to put the 

witnesses on the stand who would have cleared petitioner of 

murder. Counsels failure to do so constituted deficient 

performance that was prejudicial to petitioners defense. 

Ronald Heasley's presence at scene of alleged crime, 

puts him at house prior to and during ;vJs. Miranda's abduction 

from residence, her delivery to shop, and subsequent behavior 

by Brendt Jensen. IVJr. Heasley's presence at scene of alleged 

crime would enable him to testify as to Donald McElfish's 

involvement on October 5 2013. Defense counsels lack of pursuit, 

lack of investigation prejudiced Donald McElfish. 

Citing LORD: A lawyer \vho fails to adequately to 

investigate, and to introduce into evidence, information that 

raises sufficient doubt at to that question undermine confidence 
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in the verdict, renders deficient performance. 

As in STRICKLAND my defense attorney, had at his 

fingertips informat:ion that could have undermined the 

prosecutions case, yet chose not to develop this evidence and 

use it at trial. Their performance therefore fell "outside the 

\vide range of proffessionally com petant assistance" that 

STRICKLAND requires. 466 U.S. at 6901, and we conclude that 

"there is a reasonable probability that, that for counsel 

unproffessional errors the result of the proceeding vJould have 

been different". 

See Appellate L.F.O. brei£ cause #46216-8-II 

Christopher H. Gibson: :-Jielsen, Broman and Koch P.L.L.C. 

Argue ment 4 Page 20 thru Page 22. 

This case parrallels Stricklands Defense Counsels 

Performance, was deficient at and before the sentence hearing. 

4. VOUCHING FOR WITNESSES 

It is misconduct for a prosecutor to personally vouch 

for the credibility of a witness. State v Thorgerson,172 Wn. 

2d 438,462;258 p .3d(2011). 

In closing argue m ent, the prosecuting attorney has wide 

latitude to argue reasonable inferences from the evidence, 

including evidence respecting the credibility of witnesses. 

R.P.(:1arch 14 2013) at page 58 line 9"Bill Hog has a 

traumatic brain injiury". At no time during Bill Hogg's testimony 

was he i m peached, nor was there testimony of impeachment 

or evidence presented to snow where Bill Hogg had previously 
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lied on a witness stand or a conviction of perjury. R .P. (march 

13 2014) Page 179 Line 22 through Page 191 Line 4. There 

is not revelancy or mention of how Bill Hogg's injury has 

effected his testimony, let alone why he is unbeleivable. 

At no time in 3ill Hogg's testimony is there admited 

impairment as to BillHogg's veracity. Bill Hogg was a defense 

witness. 

Under Thorgerson the Court's quotation of Thorgerson 

is proper. However, as the Court's cites to the prosecutor, 

indicates that evidence not presented at trial supports the 

witness. But, here the prosecution has not presented any 

t:estimony or factual evidence that i'lr. Hogg was ever charged 

for giving false testimony nor was he impeached on the witness 

stand by the prosecutor. 

Such improper argue;uent, creates a lil<eliJ10od that such 

misconduct affected the jury verdict. 

(RP) (march 14 2013), Page 191 Line 13 through Page 

200 Line 11. 

The prosecutor makes the same argue m ent, that she used 

in :1ogg. The prosecutor eludes to ,'-'1s. Carlin being my lovergives 

her bias! She does not impeach or atte Q pt to impeach ;·1s. 

C arli11. She does not attac:< her credibility on \vitness stand. 

The prosecutor does not sub mit testimony or evidence of fact 

that l'1S. Carlin lhas ever lied, given false testimony, or perjured 

herself at any tim e. 

Such improper argue!nents, create a likelihood that such 

misconduct affected the jury verdict. 

PETITION FOR ~EVIEW PAGE 16. 



( R P) (in arch 14 2013) Page 86 Line 23, States Rebuttal. 

tie (defense counsel) talks about the crime lab, didn't 

find any D.N.A. on that chair. That's not true. That is very 

untrue and against \'1 hat ,vj s. Piles has; testified to. 

The prosecutor infers to jury that defense counsel has 

lied about not finding D.:-J.A. evidence on chair, when testimony 

of f·i s. Piles stated there was no evidence of the D. N. A. o£ 

Cheriyl l'iiranda, Don ,'icElfish, or Brandt Jensen found on chair. 

It is highly prejudicial to the defendants right to a fair trial, 

when when prosecution intentially and deliberately interjects 

to jury that witnesses for defense and defense counsel, to include 

prosecution expert D.N.A. 1vitnesses testimony are unreliable. 

CONCLUSION 

Pititioner ask's that this Court to review the APPELLAT 

C 0 U R T DIVISION II decision on the issues pressented. Because 

petitioner is coming to this court by P R 0-SE he respectfully 

ask's that the court will look at the whole record and make 

it's ruling not on just one issue alone. But to review all the 

issues as one. When A ooellant had filed to the court of appeals 

hi.« PRO-SF. RriPf, Chervl i'laranda h~d m::~ciP ::1 not.erized 

D ecleraction recanting her teste m onv. She had sent ~ c.onv 

of this decleraction to the Superior Court Judge Haan along 

witn one to tne Prosecutor and to M.celfisn's attornv and one 

to Mr. McElfish. U oon recieving this decleraction petitioner 

PETITION FOR REVIEW PAGE 17. 



filed a 7.8 motion to the Superior coun: askinn rh~t- it hP 

consolidated with his direct appeal. The Superior Court Judge 

Haan then filed it to the Appellet Court as untimely. The 

newly appointed prosecutor filed a motion to the court of 

appeals to rem and it back to the seperior court for a fact 

finding hearing. The court had denied the cosolidation the 

withhis Direct appeal which was denied and the convictions 

were upheld. In effect silentcing the deffendent. Petitioner 

would point out that his appointed counsel once more had 

neglected to repersent defendent accordingly Petitioner has 

clearly showen inafectivnes of his counsel and ask's that this 

court remands this case back for a new trial or .that the court 

reversa and orders that the case be dismissed because there 

is no factual evidence that ;vlr. 1'1cElfish had atte m ted to rape 

or touch Cheryl in any sexual way or manner. That he was 

not a part of any kidnapping scheme as the prosecution would 

have any one to believe. 

PETITION FOR REVI£0 PAGE 18. 
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Washington State 
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IN THE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 

DIVISION II 

STATE OF WASHINGTON, No. 46216-8-11 

Respondent, 

v. 

DONALD HOWARD McELFISH, UNPUBLISHED OPINION 

Appellant. 

MAXA, J. - Donald McEifish appeals the trial court's imposition of discretionary legal 

financial obligations (LFOs) without assessing his ability to pay as required under RCW 

10.01.160(3). We hold that the trial court erred in imposing LFOs without considering 

McElfish's ability to pay. In a statement of additional grounds (SAG), McEifish challenges his 

convictions of attempted second degree rape, first degree kidnapping, and second degree assault 

with sexual motivation on various grounds. 1 We hold that none of his SAG assertions has merit. 

Accordingly, we affirm McElfish's convictions. But we reverse the trial court's 

imposition of discretionary LFOs and remand for the trial court to conduct an assessment of 

1 His SAG challenges his convictions on six grounds: (1) insufficient evidence of kidnapping 
and attempted rape, (2) a public trial right violation, (3) an improper accomplice liability 
instruction, (4) failure to give a unanimity jury instruction, (5) prosecutorial misconduct, and (6) 
ineffective assistance of counsel. 
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McEifish's present and future ability to pay discretionary LFOs and thereby determine whether 

the imposition of such LFOs is appropriate under RCW 10.0 1.160(3). 

FACTS 

Brandt Jensen accused CM of stealing a bag that belonged to him. With McEifish and 

another man present, Jensen displayed a gun and a knife and forced CM to take her clothes off. 

He told her that all three men were going to have sex with her. Jensen and the other man then 

left CM with McEifish. McEifish then grabbed CM' s breast, tried to touch her vagina, and 

blocked her from leaving. She pleaded with him to leave her alone, but he persisted. CM finally 

was able to escape. 

The State charged McEifish with attempted first degree rape, first degree kidnapping, 

second degree assault with sexual motivation, and indecent liberties. A jury found him guilty of 

attempted second degree rape, first degree kidnapping, and second degree assault with sexual 

motivation, but not guilty of indecent liberties. The trial court sentenced McEifish to 100 

months to life in prison. 

The trial court imposed LFOs of$4,935.69, including a discretionary LFO of$816.69 for 

court-appointed attorney fees. The judgment and sentence includes a boilerplate finding that the 

sentencing court considered McEifish' s financial circumstances and present and future ability to 

pay before imposing any LFOs. However, the record shows that the trial court did not actually 

assess McEifish's ability to pay. In fact, the record shows that McEifish was 64 years old, was 

indigent, and suffered from serious health problems. Defense counsel did not object to the trial 

court imposing LFOs without making this assessment. 

McEifish appeals his convictions and sentence. 

2 
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ANALYSIS 

A. LEGAL FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS 

McElfish argues that the trial court erred in imposing discretionary LFOs without 

assessing his present and future ability to pay as required under RCW 10.01.160(3). We agree. 

1. No Objection in the Trial Court 

McElfish failed to object when the trial court imposed discretionary LFOs without 

assessing his ability to pay. Under RAP 2.5(a), we ordinarily do not consider LFO challenges 

raised for the first time on appeal. See State v. Lyle,_ Wn. App. _, 355 P.3d 327, 329 

(20 15). However, under special circumstances we will consider an LFO challenge on appeal 

despite the defendant's failure to object at sentencing. See State v. Bertrand, 165 Wn. App. 393, 

398,403-04,267 P.3d 511 (2011) (considering an unpreserved LFO challenge when the record 

showed that the defendant was disabled and unable to work and she was required to start paying 

within 60 days). 

Here, the record shows that McElfish was 64 years old, indigent, and suffered serious 

health problems. In addition, he faced a sentence of 100 months to life. Given these facts, we 

exercise our discretion to consider McElfish's challenge to his discretionary LFOs. 

2. Trial Court's Failure to Assess Ability to Pay 

RCW 10.0 1.160(3) provides that the trial court ( 1) "shall not order a defendant to pay 

costs unless the defendant is or will be able to pay them," and (2) shall take account of the 

defendant's financial resources and the nature of the burden that payment of costs will impose in 

determining the amount and method of payment of costs. "The trial court must decide to impose 

LFOs and must consider the defendant's current or future ability to pay those LFOs based on the 

3 
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particular facts of the defendant's case." State v. Blazina, 182 Wn.2d 827, 834, 344 P.3d 680 

(2015). 

The Supreme Court in Blazina made it clear that the trial court must expressly assess, on 

the record, a defendant's ability to pay LFOs. 

Practically speaking, this imperative under RCW 10.0 1.160(3) means that the court 
must do more than sign a judgment and sentence with boilerplate language stating 
that it engaged in the required inquiry. The record must reflect that the trial court 
made an individualized inquiry into the defendant's current and future ability to 
pay. Within this inquiry, the court must also consider important factors ... such as 
incarceration and a defendant's other debts, including restitution, when determining 
a defendant's ability to pay. 

Blazina, 182 Wn.2d at 838. 

Here, the record shows that the trial court failed to assess McElfish' s current or future 

ability to pay. Under Blazina, inclusion of boilerplate language in the judgment and sentence 

that the trial court made such an assessment is not sufficient. Id. Accordingly, we hold that the 

trial court erred in imposing discretionary LFOs in violation ofRCW 10.01.160(3). 

B. SAG ISSUES 

1. Sufficiency of the Evidence 

McElfish claims that the State failed to prove the requisite elements of kidnapping and 

attempted rape because once Jensen and the other man left his room, he let CM go free. We 

disagree. 

The test for determining sufficiency of the evidence is whether, after viewing the 

evidence in the light most favorable to the State, any rational trier of fact could have found guilt 

beyond a reasonable doubt. State v. Rose, 175 Wn.2d 10, 14, 282 P .3d 1087 (20 12). In a 

sufficiency ofthe evidence claim, the defendant admits the truth ofthe State's evidence and all 

4 
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reasonable inferences drawn from that evidence. !d. Credibility determinations are made by the 

trier of fact and are not subject to review. State v. Miller, 179 Wn. App. 91, 105, 316 P.3d 1143 

(20 14). Circumstantial and direct evidence are equally reliable. !d. 

CM testified that after Jensen left, McEifish grabbed her breast, tried to touch her vagina, 

and blocked her from the door. She pleaded with him to leave her alone, but he persisted. Only 

after he opened the door to yell for Jensen to help him was she able to escape out a different 

door. This evidence supports the elements of first degree kidnapping in that McEifish 

intentionally held CM against her will in an attempt to rape her. The evidence also supports the 

elements of attempted second degree rape in that McEifish intentionally took a substantial step 

toward raping CM. 

Taking this evidence in a light most favorable to the State, a rational trier of fact could 

have found McEifish guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. Therefore, we hold that sufficient 

evidence supported McEifish's convictions for kidnapping and attempted rape. 

2. Public Trial Right 

McEifish claims that the trial court violated his public trial rights by not conducting a 

Bone-Club2 analysis before allowing the prosecutor to show a PowerPoint presentation to the 

jury. But the record shows that the prosecutor used a PowerPoint presentation during closing 

argument, in open court, and there was no closure of his trial. A Bone-Club analysis is necessary 

only ifthere is a courtroom closure. State v. Paumier, 176 Wn.2d 29, 35, 288 P.3d 1126 (2012). 

We hold that the trial court did not violate McEifish's public trial right. 

2 State v. Bone-Club, 128 Wn.2d 254, 906 P.2d 325 (1995). 
5 
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3. Accomplice Liability Instruction 

McEifish claims that the trial court gave a faulty accomplice liability instruction. We 

disagree. 

The trial court gave an instruction based on WPIC 1 0.51. 11 Washington Practice: 

Washington Pattern Jury Instructions: Criminal10.51, at 217 (3d ed. 2008). We approved an 

identical instruction in State v. O'Neal, 126 Wn. App. 395,418-19, 109 P.3d 429 (2005), aff'd, 

159 Wn.2d 500, 150 P.3d 1121 (2007). Nevertheless, McEifish seems to argue that because his 

role as a principal to the kidnapping and rape was vigorously controverted, the trial court erred in 

instructing the jury that he could be found guilty as either a principal or an accomplice. 

The evidence showed that Jensen instigated the assault, kidnapping, and attempted rape 

of CM. But the evidence also showed that when Jensen left the room, McEifish attempted to 

rape CM and prevented her from leaving. This evidence was sufficient to support an accomplice 

liability instruction stating that McEifish could be both an accomplice and a principal. 

Therefore, we hold that the trial court did not err in giving an accomplice liability instruction. 

4. Failure to Give Unanimity Instruction 

McEifish claims that the trial court erred in not giving a unanimity instruction because 

the prosecution argued that he was either an accomplice or a principal with regard to the rape. 

We disagree. 

A unanimity instruction is not required when the State argues that the defendant was 

either the principal or an accomplice. State v. Walker, 182 Wn.2d 463, 484, 341 P.3d 976, cert. 

denied, 135 S. Ct. 2844 (2015). The jury need not unanimously agree on the defendant's manner 

6 
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of participation in the crime. !d. Accordingly, we hold that the trial court did not err when it did 

not give a unanimity instruction. 

5. Prosecutorial Misconduct 

a. Commenting on Failure to Testify 

McEifish claims that the prosecutor committed misconduct by commenting on his right to 

not testify at trial. We disagree. 

The Fifth Amendment bars the prosecution from commenting on a defendant's failure to 

testify to infer guilt. State v. Barry, 183 Wn.2d 297, 306, 352 P.3d 161 (2015). McElfish argues 

that the following was an improper argument: "Now, you cannot hold the defendant not 

testifying against him. Don't do that. It's the State's job to prove the case." Report of 

Proceedings (RP) (Mar. 14, 2012) at 57. But this was not a comment on the defendant's failure 

to testify to infer guilt. The prosecutor did not suggest that the jury should draw any inferences, 

and in fact told them that it could not draw such inferences. And the prosecutor's argument 

mirrored that in instruction 6, which stated, "The defendant is not required to testify. You may 

not use the fact that the defendant has not testified to infer guilt or to prejudice him in any way." 

Clerk's Papers at 22. 

We hold that the prosecutor did not engage in misconduct by commenting on McElfish's 

failure to testify at trial. 

b. Misstating the State's Burden of Proof 

McEifish claims that the prosecuting attorney misstated the State's burden of proof by 

comparing that burden with baking a cake. We disagree. 

7 
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Under certain circumstances, a prosecutor commits misconduct if he or she trivializes the 

State's burden ofproofby comparing the burden to mundane tasks. State v. Anderson, !53 Wn. 

App. 417,425,431,220 P.3d 1273 (2009) (elective surgery, babysitting, and changing lanes on 

the freeway); see also State v. Johnson, 158 Wn. App. 677, 684-85, 243 P.3d 936 (2010) (fill in 

the blank and a partially completed puzzle). But here, the prosecutor did not make such a 

comparison. During opening statements, the prosecutor explained that a deoxyribonucleic acid 

(DNA) expert would tell the jury that her tests on the chair from McElfish's room were 

inconclusive because she was able to identify at least five contributors. The prosecutor 

explained, 

[I]fthere's more than three [contributors], they can't pull them apart. There's at 
least five. Okay. It's like when you make a cake and all the ingredients go on the 
cake, you can't pull out those ingredients later because they're all jumbled up. 
That's what you're going to hear. 

RP (Mar. 12,2012 Opening Statements) at 14. This comment had nothing to do with the State's 

burden of proof. 

We hold that the prosecutor did not misstate the State's burden of proof. 

c. Cumulative Prosecutorial Misconduct 

McElfish claims that the cumulative effect of repetitive prejudicial misconduct denied 

him a fair trial, citing In re Personal Restraint ofGlasmann, 175 Wn.2d 696, 286 P.3d 673 

(2012). He claims that the prosecutor acted unprofessionally and disrespectful toward him and 

the prosecutor's opening and closing statements denigrated defense counsel, misstated the 

burden ofproof, and expressed the prosecutor's personal belief as to the defense witnesses' 

veracity. We disagree. 

8 
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This case is not like Glasmann where the prosecutor made repeated assertions of the 

defendant's guilt, improperly modified exhibits, and made improper statements that the jury 

could only acquit if it believed the defendant. 175 Wn.2d at 710. McEifish cites no examples in 

the record where the prosecutor acted unprofessionally and showed disrespect to him as he is 

required to do under RAP IO.IO(c). Similarly, he fails to cite any instances in the opening 

statement or closing argument where the prosecutor denigrated defense counsel. Id And, as we 

held above, the prosecutor did not comment on McElfish's failure to testify or misstate the 

State's burden of proof. 

We hold that McEifish's cumulative prosecutorial misconduct claim has no merit. 

6. Ineffective Assistance of Counsel 

McEifish claims that he was denied his right to effective assistance of counsel in multiple 

ways. We disagree that defense counsel was ineffective in any of the ways that McEifish claims. 

To prevail on an ineffective assistance of counsel claim, the defendant must show both 

that (I) defense counsel's representation was deficient, and (2) the deficient representation 

prejudiced the defendant. State v. Grier, 171 Wn.2d 17, 32-33, 246 P.3d 1260 (2011). To 

demonstrate deficient performance the defendant must show that, based on the record, there are 

no legitimate strategic or tactical reasons for the challenged conduct. State v. Emery, 174 Wn.2d 

741, 755, 278 P.3d 653 (2012). The law affords trial counsel wide latitude in the choice of 

tactics. In re Pers. Restraint of Stenson, 142 Wn.2d 710, 736, 16 P.3d I (2001). Legitimate trial 

strategy or tactics cannot serve as the basis for a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel. State 

v. Kyllo, 166 Wn.2d 856,863,215 P.3d 177 (2009). 

9 
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a. Vouching For Witnesses 

McEifish claims that his defense counsel should have objected when the prosecutor 

vouched for the credibility of the State's witnesses. We disagree. 

It is misconduct for a prosecutor to personally vouch for the credibility of a witness. 

State v. Thorgerson, 172 Wn.2d 438, 462, 258 P.3d 43 (2011). Improper vouching generally 

occurs if the prosecutor expresses his or her personal belief about the veracity of a witness, or if 

the prosecutor indicates that evidence not presented at trial supports the witness's testimony. !d. 

However, prosecutors are afforded wide latitude during closing argument to argue from the 

evidence and reasonable inferences from the evidence. State v. Reed, 168 Wn. App. 553, 577, 

278 P.3d 203 (2012). 

Here, the prosecutor explained during closing argument why the jury should find the 

State's witnesses credible and the defense witnesses not credible. The prosecutor discussed the 

testimony presented and explained how that supported the State's position. At one point, the 

prosecutor argued that CM was not out to get anyone in trouble and there was "[n]o evidence or 

motive for her to lie." RP (Mar. 14, 2012) at 47. The prosecutor later argued that "[t]he defense 

witnesses are not reliable." RP (Mar. 14, 2012) at 58. She then explained why the jury should 

find them unreliable. 

There was nothing objectionable about the prosecutor's arguments. The prosecutor did 

not express her personal beliefs about the veracity of any witnesses. Therefore, as a legitimate 

tactical decision, defense counsel could have decided to not object to avoid being overruled by 

the trial court in front of the jury. And had defense counsel objected, the trial court would have 

overruled the objection. McEifish's claim has no merit. 

10 
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b. Admission of Prior Bad Acts 

McEifish claims that defense counsel should have objected or proposed a limiting 

instruction before the trial court admitted evidence that he had a prior sodomy conviction. 

However, the record shows that the sodomy conviction was introduced at sentencing well after 

the jury had rendered its verdicts. Further, defense counsel objected to the State introducing it at 

all. McEifish's claim has no merit. 

c. "Cloak ofRighteousness" 

McEifish claims that his attorney should have objected when the prosecutor stopped 

acting impartially and drew a '"cloak of righteousness"' around herself in closing. SAG at 3. 

But McEifish does not explain this claim with any reference to the record or provide any basis 

for his assertion. Without any such explanation informing us of the nature and occurrence of the 

alleged error, we do not consider it. RAP I O.I 0( c). 

d. Comment on Defendant's Silence 

McElfish claims that defense counsel should have objected when the prosecutor 

improperly commented on his decision not to testify. As we discussed above, the prosecutor did 

not improperly comment on McEifish's decision not to testify. Therefore, defense counsel's 

failure to object was not unreasonable or prejudicial. McElfish's claim has no merit. 

e. Failure to Present Defense Witnesses 

McEifish claims that defense counsel failed to interview or call witnesses on his behalf. 

But he does not support his claim by explaining who these witnesses are or what testimony they 

would have given. Therefore, we do not consider this claim. RAP I O.I 0( c). 

II 
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f. Failure to Argue for Exceptional Sentence Downward 

McEifish claims that defense counsel failed to argue for an exceptional sentence below 

the standard sentencing range. Former RCW 9.94A.535 (2011) provides that the trial court may 

impose a sentence outside the standard range ifthere are substantial and compelling factors 

justifying an exceptional sentence. But McEifish does not articulate what substantial and 

compelling factors would support an exceptional sentence downward under the facts of this case. 

Therefore, we do not consider this claim. RAP 10.1 0( c). 

We affirm McEifish's convictions. However, we reverse the trial court's imposition of 

discretionary LFOs and remand for the trial court to conduct an assessment ofMcEifish's present 

and future ability to pay discretionary LFOs and thereby determine whether the imposition of 

such LFOs is appropriate under RCW 10.0 1.160(3). 

A majority of the panel having determined that this opinion will not be printed in the 

Washington Appellate Reports, but will be filed for public record in accordance with RCW 

2.06.040, it is so ordered. 

~~~J~·-------
We concur: 
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